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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key discussion topics relate to:Strategize about how to boost employee awareness of fund availability AND fundraising / available funds at the same time.  Can they be designed to grow together, rather than consider the two a pure tradeoff?Where to house additional financial wellness services?  In hardship fund structure vs HR?  Pros and cons of each approach?Reimagining hardship funds.  What do the presented findings make people think about in terms of how fund design and/or complementary benefits or financial wellness services could evolve?What else are the WM staff thinking about having heard these findings?  Do they resonate?  Are any of the findings particularly surprising?Which findings do they think would be particularly important / interesting for their industry peers to hear? What questions or concerns do they anticipate this research eliciting from their industry peers?(optional) Which industry peers do they think would be most interested, and what conferences do they attend? [this could be input for our thinking about the convening]
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
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● Financial insecurity has risen in US households in the past decade
￮ 4 in10 families could not pay a $400 emergency expense without borrowing or selling 

something
￮ Almost 60% of US households experienced at least one financial shock in 12 months

● The frequency of natural disasters has increased, creating large and highly visible 
shocks for workers and their families

● The workplace has traditionally been a resource for workers facing a tough time 
financially

● Employee hardship funds are a mechanism to help workplaces manage financial 
assistance for workers in a more formal and consistent way while providing a 
unique resource: a flexible, quick cash grant in a moment of need

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Majority of funds were created in the last two decades, though Levi’s is 36 years old, we interviewed several funds that were created in 2018Funds we spoke with and looked at publicly available info for varied quite a bit, so take all the generalizations with a grain of salt. We spoke w disaster only funds, one-time disaster funds (ie, put into place for Harvey, and didn’t continue), self-managed, 3rd party. These numbers are mostly from the 990s of retailers or other large companies, plus EAF field scan.Regarding size of grants given: Strategy of raising funds annually to disburse, versus maintaining an endowment? 



PROJECT GOALS
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● Understand the role that employee hardship funds play from both sponsors’ and 
workers’ point-of-view

● Identify best practices, challenges, and opportunities
● Share findings that contribute to the dialogue about the changing nature of work 

and inform the design of a 21st century social safety net that delivers financial 
security for working families

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voiceover: (The opening of the grant proposal – don’t expect you’d say all of this, but certainly some of it.) The nature of work is changing. And so are the financial supports offered by government. This combination leaves families bearing greater risks on their own. The results show up in a variety of financial statistics. The Federal Reserve reports that almost a third of families are just getting by, or struggling to get by, while almost half cannot pay for a $400 expense without borrowing or selling something.  Against this backdrop, relatively small shocks can derail financially fragile households, draining savings and increasing debt. The Pew Charitable Trusts found that, in 2014, almost 60 percent of U.S. households experienced at least one shock and over half of them struggled to make ends meet after the most expensive event, reporting increased hardship even a year later. Businesses pay the price as well, with financial stress among workers leading to lower productivity and increased absences, turnover and healthcare costs.  The solution to these challenges is not obvious. It is not enough to say that families should save, borrow and plan more effectively. Nor is it enough to argue for higher wages, or a return to more generous public safety nets. Instead, we are in a moment in which we need experimentation and open-minded public dialogue about what type of supports workers need in order to be financially healthy, and how best to deliver that support.  In that context, employee hardship funds deserve further exploration. Hundreds of employers, including some of the nation’s largest, offer these funds, which offer workers a way to pay for unforeseen expenses. These funds have been growing over the last fifteen years, and often, they are an important part of company culture. The funds are not intended to replace sufficient wages, healthcare or other benefits. But, they do have the potential to operate alongside those benefits, filling in meaningful gaps in the safety net supporting workers more broadly, while strengthening the relationship between employers and workers.  Yet, they are relatively unknown. The research that has been done about hardship funds generally focuses on counting activities, such as the total amount of funds disbursed or number of grants made. Or it answers administration questions, such as whether the funds are established as separate charitable organizations and who manages them internally. Through this project, we will move the field to engaging directly on questions of purpose and impact: why do employers establish these funds? What role do they want them to play, and do they achieve those objectives? And, most importantly, what are the results that employers and workers experience? Are hardships in fact diminished for employees?  Through this project, we will explore the role that employee hardship funds play, and how they could be improved, through research with both employers and workers. We will share our findings publicly in order to contribute to thoughtful public dialogue about the role that these types of fund can play in supporting workers and how they should be designed to best accomplish that objective, in hopes of inspiring improvement in this field. The project will be a partnership between the Aspen Institute Financial Security Program (Aspen FSP) and Commonwealth (more information about the team is below). The primary purpose of this project is to better understand existing programs in the marketplace. A critical component of this work is to drive toward a deeper understanding of employees’ needs. We need to know what workers actually need and expect, and what their experience is of hardship funds as they currently exist.  There is a great deal already known about the economic insecurity of American workers. The project team has conducted some of the foundational research about this – the U.S. Financial Diaries, Commonwealth’s investigation of the Changing Nature of Work, and Aspen FSP’s exploration of income volatility and debt through its EPIC program. So, the goal of the employee research is to build on this knowledge in order to specifically explore how employee assistance funds are perceived and used. At the same time, we need to understand the advantages that employers perceive these funds to deliver, and the role that they play within the package of employee benefits that they offer. Hardship funds sit outside of traditional benefits (such as wages and health insurance). We start with the hypothesis that they should be designed to fit among the gaps left by those benefits – not as a replacement for those benefits. Yet, it’s not clear that they are designed or implemented in a way that allows them to smoothly meet that objective. Different employers may perceive the role of the funds differently, and we will use these interviews to explore this. We will also generate benchmark data around key operational details, such as typical eligibility requirements, grant amounts, and grant processes. The employer interviews will also help us begin to develop the business case for hardship funds. It is unlikely that employers have data about the role that they play in driving employee loyalty, retention and productivity, but we should be able to understand what shared assumptions employers have about that, and what data would be needed to test those assumptions.  Overall, this inquiry will be designed to advance a shift from measuring activities to measuring outcomes. In other words, we would like to see employers move beyond counting the dollars raised or grants made, to understanding if their hardship funds generate positive impact on the lives of their workers. The research will therefore strive to envision what fund design and administration adjustments are needed to facilitate that shift.



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE
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STATED LEGAL MISSION
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WHO is covered?

associates

employees 

and their immediate 
families 

members of the United 
family 

retirees 

qualifying associates

For WHAT?

confidential, timely, short-
term financial relief

short-term, emergency 
financial assistance

WHEN?

as a result of disasters or other emergency 
hardship situations
in times of crisis when other resources are not 
available
encountered [events] beyond their control

qualifying events

could not be expected to be adequately prepared 
through responsible financial planning and 
budgeting

when experiencing extreme financial hardship

due to natural disaster, illness or accident



WHAT MANAGERS SAY ABOUT PURPOSE
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TOP ANSWERS:

Do the right thing

Let employees and others know 
what kind of company we are

Give employees a way to help each 
other 

EMERGING ANSWERS:

Recruiting, retention and performance 

Support financial health more broadly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voiceover: Primary stated purpose is CULTURE, BRAND, ENGAGEMENT.Major opportunity to lead by doing more on worker financial health, and associated benefits.Support financial health through benefits expansion-TAKE PARAGRAPH FROM REPORT PG. 3 AND PUT IN



Online, direct by 
employee, through 
HR or manager?

Within a few days 
or weeks?

Level of 
documentation?

Evidence or need 
based?

Disaster only or 
personal hardship?

Which hardship?

Tenure?

Direct to vendor 
or individual?

Rule-based or 
committee-based?

Self-managed or 
outsourced?

On P&L or 
separate charity?

OPERATIONAL DECISIONS

9

2

Eligibility
Guidelines

3

Application
Process

4

Decision 
Making 

1

Fund 
Structure

Open to all or just 
certain levels?

One-time 
campaign or 

ongoing?

Tied to natural 
disaster?

6

Fundraising

5

Grant 
Disbursement

7

Complementary
Offerings

Low-cost loans?

Matched savings?

Financial 
counseling?

Connections to 
social services?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voiceover: unscientific generalization is that the larger funds have separate charities, more bureaucracy and more process around eligibility (ie, rules around financial need, specific kinds of events that are covered, specific amounts, requirements for documentation). smaller organizations are more likely to outsource – in which case these decisions are largely standardized by EAF and e4e – or to keep on their own P&L and be more flexible and personalized in their processes.  A strategic choice about culture plays out in these decisions. Both self-managed and outsourced fund managers talk about the importance of culture, and argue that the choice they’ve made is better for culture. If self-managed, can maintain control and integrate into other operations internally. This means things like having posters up in breakrooms, or knowing when to run the right fundraising campaign. It means being able to make decisions that are exceptions to the rule when a particular case seems to justify it. But, those who have outsourced sing the praises of third party management for maintaining arms-length and consistent decision-making, confidentiality and the dignity of applicants.  There is a lot of variation around specifically WHAT types of events are covered. Everyone covers federally declared natural disasters, but after that, it gets messy. The third party administrators talk about the data that they have amassed about the incidence rate of different events in order to guide companies about how to key eligibility to the available funds. It seems clear that one of the decisions that companies absolutely have to revisit regularly in the course of managing a hardship fund is “what’s in and what’s out.” There is some variation in the application process. Most companies have an online portal or email to receive applications. A few (though this was the minority in our small sample) require that managers or HR professionals submit applications on behalf of employees. Most employers require documentation of the expense being submitted for. Some require information about financial need, though this was less consistent. One company said they do not require much proof because they don’t want the applicant to feel like they’re “applying for a loan.” The third party administrators and their clients view one of their primary benefits as being managing this documentation in order to minimize fraud and maximize compliance with IRS rules. We’ll talk more about these operational choices as Commonwealth shares results from the consumer research.Entirely corporate fundsPartial employee donationsAbility to contribute through payrollOne-time for natural disastersTied to natural disasters, but repeatedlyActive fundraising campaigns company-wideFundraising limited to senior executives or not advertised at allReliance on an endowment, often from founders or early executives



MATCHING USAGE AND FUNDING
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The greatest challenge funds face is matching fund usage with available 
dollars. Funds have three levers here:

1
Eligibility guidelines

2
Awareness

3
Fundraising

Successful fundraising campaigns can simultaneously increase 
funds available and drive awareness and an increase in applications.



EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVES
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT PROFILE
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● 88% of survey respondents received funds after applying
● Survey respondents had relatively low and fluctuating incomes, low levels of assets, 

and high levels of debt
￮ 69% do not save regularly
￮ 50% have drawn from retirement savings for non-retirement expenses

● There was a wide range of use for the funds, but housing expenses were most 
requested (50% of participants). Other common uses included:
￮ Medical bills (29%)
￮ Utilities (25%)
￮ Food (22%)

● Interviews highlighted that uses for funds are not necessarily linked to the 
emergency itself

Presenter
Presentation Notes
88% of survey respondents received funds after applying.The 88% number is a representation of who was targeted for this research, not how many people get funds after applying. Also to flag that we have a handful of people who did not receive funds in our data.Survey respondents had relatively low and fluctuating incomes, low levels of assets, and high levels of debt.69% do not save regularly.50% have drawn from retirement savings for non-retirement expenses/There was a wide range of use for the funds, but housing expenses were most requested (50% of participants). Other common uses included:Medical bills (29%)Utilities (25%)Food (22%)Interviews highlighted that uses for funds are not necessarily linked to the emergency itself.For example, housing requests could be driven by a natural disaster, death of a family member, or loss of income during leave.



FINDINGS: AWARENESS
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AWARENESS

● There are issues with fund awareness across almost all funds 
investigated - with exceptions related to:
￮ Funds set up as a result of specific emergencies
￮ Funds that were made a clear part of company culture

● Word of mouth was the primary driver of fund awareness – when asked 
how participants first heard about the fund, the two highest survey results were:
￮ From a coworker – 33%
￮ From a manager – 25% 



AWARENESS

● The most prevalent recommendation we heard from interviewees was that 
organizations should market it:

Broadly Clearly Consistently



FINDINGS: 
SATISFACTION AND IMPACT
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SATISFACTION VERSUS IMPACT OF 
EMERGENCY HARDSHIP FUNDS

72%

21%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

Satisfaction:
rated experience a 7 or higher

Impact:
allowed respondent to get back to
where they were financially before

the emergency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most survey respondents were satisfied with their experience.Meanwhile, the actual impact of the funds was much lower and highly variable.Our research suggests that satisfaction and impact are influenced by two different sets of drivers.



DRIVERS OF SATISFACTION AND 
FINANCIAL IMPACT

SATISFACTION

• Application and approval process

• Perceived fairness

• Connectedness

• Emotional impact

FINANCIAL IMPACT

• Application approval

• Award amount

• Additional resources provided

• Compensation and benefits 
context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most survey respondents were satisfied with their experience.Meanwhile, the actual impact of the funds was much lower and highly variable.Our research suggests that satisfaction and impact are influenced by two different sets of drivers.



SATISFACTION DRIVERS

19

Application and approval process

Perceived fairness

Connectedness

Emotional effects



SATISFACTION DRIVERS: 
APPLICATION AND APPROVAL PROCESS

20

● The ease of application 
process had a major 
impact on overall 
satisfaction

● Common challenge areas
• Anonymity
• Communication
• Information requested
• Payment

9 6 3
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Relationship between ease of 
application process and overall 

satisfaction

Terrible experience (0-1) Great experience (9-10)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ease of application process had a major impact on overall satisfaction.Most participants described their application process as straightforward and easy, however there were some common challenge areas related to:AnonymityCommunicationInformation requestedPayment



SATISFACTION DRIVERS: 
PERCEIVED FAIRNESS
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● 80% of survey respondents 
agreed that their fund was 
helping those who really 
need it
￮ Remaining 20%, the primary 

reason cited was that eligibility 
requirements were too strict

● There was variation in 
perception of fairness across 
funds and level of income.

63%

92% 94%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Under $40K $40 - $60K Above $60K

Participants who believe their 
employer's hardship fund is helping all 

those who really need it by income 
group



SATISFACTION DRIVERS: 
CONNECTEDNESS
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86% agreed, “It is important to me that the organization I work for offers a hardship fund.”

“It’s indescribable because you wouldn’t think that your job or company would have that for you.”

“Even if you don’t use it, just to know it is there in case you need it is really awesome.”

“It made me feel like my coworkers had my back.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positive fund experiences, regardless of job satisfaction, had a highly positive impact on participants’ relationship with their employerThe ability to contribute to the fund also drove participants’ satisfaction86% agreed, “It is important to me that the organization I work for offers a hardship fund.”



SATISFACTION DRIVERS: 
EMOTIONAL EFFECTS
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“What three words would you choose to describe how the fund makes you feel?”



FINANCIAL IMPACT DRIVERS

24

Application approval

Award amount

Additional resources provided

Compensation and benefits context



FINANCIAL IMPACT DRIVERS:  
AWARD APPROVAL
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● Participants who did not receive funds reported severe consequences
￮ Two interviewees we spoke with lost their homes because they did not have 

access to the necessary financial resources after being denied fund access.
● Even among those who received funds, in some cases, it came after they had 

already turned to harmful financial alternatives such as:
￮ Payday loans
￮ Withdrawing money from their 401K
￮ Accumulating credit card debt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants who did not receive funds reported severe consequences:Two interviewees we spoke with lost their homes because they did not have access to the necessary financial resources after being denied fund access.Even among those who received funds, in some cases, it came after they had already turned to harmful financial alternatives such as:Payday loansWithdrawing money from their 401KAccumulating credit card debt



FINANCIAL IMPACT DRIVERS: 
AWARD AMOUNT
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● Roughly half of respondents received enough money to cover specific need request

61%

95%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

Respondents who received enough to cover
their specific expense

Respondents who did not receive enough to
cover their specific expense

Respondents unable to return to their pre-emergency financial 
position as a result of the fund

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roughly half of survey respondents received enough money to cover the specific need requestedReceiving the full amount requested, however, does not necessarily translate to impact



FINANCIAL IMPACT DRIVERS: 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES PROVIDED
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● Interviewees who received additional support alongside the fund 
reported the most significant impact

● Other supports provided by funds included:
￮ Financial advice and coaching
￮ Access to non-predatory loans
￮ Legal counsel
￮ Mental health services

● Participants felt it was important that additional resources were available 
broadly and voluntary
￮ Particularly with financial coaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviewees who received additional support alongside the fund reported the most significant impact.One interviewee’s combined access to the fund and other services left him in a stronger financial position than before.Other supports provided by funds included:Financial advice and coachingAccess to non-predatory loansLegal counselMental health servicesParticipants felt it was important that additional resources were available broadly and voluntary.Particularly with financial coaching, they did not want to feel targeted by perceptions of their financial behavior. 



FINANCIAL IMPACT DRIVERS: 
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

28

● The fund seems to have the most impact on employees at a certain income 
level and with access to specific benefits

● The middle income group (40K-60K) reported the highest impact of the funds 
in terms of:
￮ Feeling less distracted at work (88%)
￮ Spending less time worrying about finances (71%)
￮ Being less likely to miss work due to personal finance issues (67%)

● Interviewees with access to paid leave were able to use funds to cover direct 
emergency expenses, while those without had to use funds to cover lost 
wages and were unable to cover the emergency itself.



MEASURING OUTCOMES
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● Limited to no outcome measurement is typical
￮ An occasional survey, or question on an employee engagement survey
￮ Emphasis on storytelling as a way of sharing impact

● Those interested in quantifying outcomes can consider measuring two categories of 
results: 

Employee financial and 
emotional well-being

• Ability to financially recover, 
avoid other emergencies, 
hardships, etc.

• Level of stress
• Holistic employee financial 

health or well-being

Employee satisfaction and 
engagement 

• Overall rating of fund 
experience 

• Attitude toward employer and 
work community 

• Ability to show up and stay 
focused at work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voiceover: Note that very few companies were willing to share any of these numbers with us. should express some skepticism here – light editorial that we see more reason to track than companies seem to, and seems possible that they just haven’t focused on this, versus that it really isn’t a good idea to track. Also editorial that there could be measurement about the goals in the legal mission statements (providing solutions to hardships) AND to the stated goals of managers (engagement, brand, culture). 



CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
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CONCLUSIONS

31

● When well-implemented, hardship funds largely meet their stated goals of 
helping employees:
￮ Cope with a specific crisis
￮ Feel supported by their employer and work community
￮ Provide support to each other

● Most people who receive hardship grant funds are very satisfied with their 
experience and extremely grateful for the support

● Hardship grant funds on their own don’t generally bolster employee financial 
health more broadly

● Hardship funds work best as complements to, rather than substitutes for, 
pay and benefits that provide fundamental financial stability 

● Operational choices in fund design are very important to user experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, people who receive hardship grant funds are very satisfied with their experience and extremely grateful for the support. [perhaps voice over the counterpoint that when people are turned down, especially for perceived technicalities, it can create negative feelings toward the employer?]When well-implemented, hardship funds do largely meet their stated goals of helping employees: (1) cope with a specific crisis, (2) feel supported by their employer / work community, and (3) provide support to each other.  [voice over: best practices slides coming up will get to what well-implemented means].  What they don’t generally do is promote broader financial health / well-being.Funds are more successful at meeting their stated goals when the employees they serve are relatively more financially stable.  Hardship funds function best as complements to, rather than substitutes for, stronger pay and benefits.Operational choices in fund design are very important to user experience.



OPERATIONAL BEST PRACTICES

32

1. Maximize dignity: clear communication and respect for employee privacy are crucial 
aspects of a good application process;

2. Be efficient: onerous paperwork requirements and burdensome interactions lead to 
applicants dropping out of the process and generate frustration rather than goodwill

3. Balance rules with flexibility: a standardized process facilitates consistency, but 
employers that maintain some decision-making flexibility are better able to respond to 
workers’ problems

4. Integrate in culture: funds are most successful when fundraising and awareness 
campaigns are integrated thoughtfully into company culture

5. Proceed expansively: hardship funds that complement a robust workplace financial 
health infrastructure can most effectively address workers’ inevitable fiscal ups and 
downs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operational best practices:Clear information and timely communication throughout the application processApplicants like having an assigned case manager that they can connect with directlyImportant to provide very clear, up front information about who / what the fund is for, as well as process details.  What can the applicant expect?Anonymity throughout the processWorkers do not want their co-workers, managers, landlords, etc to know about their financial challenges.Provide sufficient flexibility in grant decision-making process that clearly deserving people don’t miss out due to “technicalities” Options include loosening paperwork requirements or allowing for a human override to technical decisions.Integrate the fund into organizational culture as a way to build community and provide ongoing opportunities for employees to learn about the fund  One time only information is not adequateFundraisers, flyers, etc help build awareness and raise funds and build community feeling and engagementImportant for messaging to include not only fundraising appeals, but also that “you can use the fund yourself under XX circumstances.”Design processes to simultaneously boost awareness / engagement and funds raisedProvide additional financial wellness services / benefits (such as coaching, savings, loans, scheduling flexibility and paid time off) as a complement to hardship grants [voice over: either through the fund itself or company HR]Use application data to inform benefits improvements
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